A three electrode coaxial field distortion gas spark switch was designed and investigated. The cylindrical inner electrode, tubular trigger electrode and outer electrode of the switch are located coaxially in the transparent organic glass shell. Multichannel discharge can be achieved in the switch gap. Multichannel discharge characteristics, time delay and jitter of the switch at different operating coefficient under different trigger pulses and pressures were studied experimentally.
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A three electrode coaxial field distortion gas spark switch was designed and investigated. The cylindrical inner electrode, tubular trigger electrode and outer electrode of the switch are located coaxially in the transparent organic glass shell. Multichannel discharge can be achieved in the switch gap. Multichannel discharge characteristics, time delay and jitter of the switch at different operating coefficient under different trigger pulses and pressures were studied experimentally.
In the experiment, the switch inner and outer electrodes were connected to two capacitors with positive and negative charge respectively. When the trigger pulse was applied to the switch trigger electrode, switch discharge photo and waveforms of trigger pulse and conduction current were got. The results show that the channel number in the inner gap increases with increasing rise rate of the trigger pulse, the channel number in the outer gap increases with increase of operating coefficient, switch time delay and jitter decrease with increasing rise rate of the trigger pulse and operating coefficient. A bit increase of channel number has little effect on the decrease of switch time delay and jitter, which are mainly influenced by operating coefficient and rise rate of the trigger pulse. The well cooperation of trigger pulse with operating coefficient is important to achieve multichannel discharge with smaller time delay and jitter for the switch. The inductance of the switch is also analyzed and the influence of multichannel discharge on the switch inductance is estimated. ________________________________ * Work supported by National Nature Science Foundation of China (No. 51177132)
